FOLLOW THE INNO-WISEs TRAINING PATH

Enhance WISEs* digital and managerial skills

FACE TO FACE TRAINING
» Experience in person classes with other WISEs and external expert on specific topics.

LOCAL MEETINGS
» Autumn 2019
» Local language
» Specific need
» Large number of WISEs invited

MASTERCLASS
» 28-29 November 2019, Zagreb HR.
» In English
» Deepen your knowledge internationally
» Meet other countries WISEs

TRAINING ON THE PLATFORM
» Organize your time and experience innovative learning with our online MOOC and review the classes you attended

LEARNING ON THE PLATFORM
» Local Training
» Masterclass

LEARNING TOOLS
» Business innovation
» Marketing
» Test/Quizzes

LEARN MORE
» Articles
» News
» Papers
» Schemes
» Projects
» Best practices

Testing platform:
www.wisebusiness.eu

* WISEs > Work Integration Social Enterprises

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFO!